THE BEARD OF AVON

Barbara Desmond in cheerleader contest

Barbara Desmond '67, who will represent Massachusetts in the Miss Cheerleader USA contest, bar-

dains was one of the originators and now head of the MIT Cheerleaders. She is a Course XXVII scholarship and halls from Rye, New York.

Foreign student governments strong; Engage in varied out-of-school work

feeder by the faculty and student governments achieve a desired result. Nationalism in the island is often associated with universi-
	y students and graduates. Or-

dinarily, established channels are seldom used to solve problems than to dis- 

cuss them and arrive at a set of “ground rules.” In this sense, the Confer-

tioned on rushing, pledge training, 

tural education is increasing more im-

Another factor distinguishing the United States from many of his international 

tics on the role for which they are des-

Sigma Chi planning three-day convention

The Alpha Theta (MIT) Chapter of Sigma Chi will host the annual meeting and convention of Sigma from New England and New York, March 19, 20, and 21.

If she doesn’t give it to you... - get it yourself!

BARBARA DESMOND '67, who will represent Massachusetts in the Miss Cheerleader USA contest, bar-

JADE EAST - DODIE GILLIS, etc.)
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